2017 Classical Literacy Exam: Level I
1. What Latin phrase identifies the peace and stability Augustus brought to the Roman Empire?
2. Give the five letter Roman numeral for 564.
3. Daedalus built what structure to house the Minotaur
4. Who was said to have been the wife of Menelaus, Paris and Deiphobos?
5. What is the Roman name for Eros?
6. What Latin phrase means “to the point of sickness’?
7. What famous Roman conquered most of what is today known as France?
8. What daughter of Minos helped Theseus defeat the Minotaur?
9. Of what group was Lachesis a member?
10. Of what group was Allecto a member?
11. To what genre of literature do both the Iliad and Odyssey belong?
12. Who shot the arrow that killed Achilles?
13. What Latin phrase refers to ‘the existing state of affairs’?
14. Who was punished in Tartarus for trying to outwit the gods?
15. Plebeian is to the common man as ____________________ is to the aristocracy.
16. What road ran south from Rome to Tarentum in the heel of Italy?
17. Give the plural term for female graduates of a college.
18. What Roman magistrate was able to veto laws passed in the Roman Senate?
19. What Latin phrase refers to a ‘slip of the tongue’?
20. Hispania is to Spain as ___________________ is to Switzerland.
21. Give the Latin for the abbreviation Ph.D.?
22. On what hill in Rome was the Temple of Jupiter Maximus Optimus?
23. What Titaness was the mother of Athena?

24. What was the name for the two-handled jar used to store and transport wine?
25. Who was the father of Hector and Paris?

26. What English adjective etymologically means ‘flowing like honey’?
27. Give the Latin for the abbreviation N.B.?
28. What Satyr’s name means ‘All’ in Greek?
29. Who is the missing member for the First Triumvirate: Caesar, Crassus, and __________________?
30. English, Russian, Greek and Persian are all ________________________ languages.
31. What city served as a nearby port for Rome?
32. What Latin phrase refers to money earned day by day?
33. What is the Latin title for the chief priest of Rome?
34. Before crossing what river did Caesar say Alea iacta est, the die is cast?
35. What goddess is the personification of the rainbow?
36. In memory of what maiden does Apollo crown his head with laurels?
37. What Latin phrase means ‘May peace be with you’?
38. Give the Latin for “Thus passes the Glory of the world.”
39. What was the name for the bundle of rods surrounding an axe that symbolized a magistrate’s
power to administer corporal and capital punishment?
40. Who stood bravely against Lars Porsenna at the Sublician Bridge?
41. What Latin phrase refers to an artist’s masterpiece?
42. What Greek goddess is said to have killed Niobe daughters?

43. What Latin phrase refers to something essential?
44. What English word is used to refer to a direct vote of the electorate on an important question?
45. What great mythological river is said to encircle all the lands of the flat earth?
46. In what epic do we learn about the legendary origins of the Punic Wars?
47. What is the Latin motto of Virginia, meaning ‘thus always to tyrants’?
48. Of what mythological character was it prophesized that he would have a long life provided he
never came to know himself?
49. The son of what great villain gave his name to the southern half of the Greek peninsula?
50. What English adjective refers etymologically to a person ‘of great soul’?

